Introduction

Studer et al. (1998) define ontology as “knowledge that being structured in the sense of taxonomies and reflect some consensus”. Ontology is used to formally represent the knowledge structure of learning materials (Chi, 2009) and share the domain knowledge through modeling and the creation of concepts and relationships between those concepts (Noy and McGuinness, 2001). The use of concepts and its relationships is similar to a dictionary or glossary, but with richer structure, relationships and axioms that describe the domain knowledge more precisely (Millard et al., 2006).

One of the most widely used tools to further support learning in the e-learning education is online forum discussion (Macdonald, 2008). Over the time, forum discussion that use to resolve issues builds up a very large archive of question and answer knowledge repositories across subjects. Therefore, mining and reusing such resources is highly desirable and valuable to enhance learning of the subject taught. Although many researchers claim the importance of reusing such knowledge, few have took efforts to compile, organize and represent this implicit knowledge. This is because such knowledge is not formally organized and scattered throughout huge textual resources. Furthermore, classifying, extracting and accessing relevant knowledge of interest from such a pool of “unstructured” question-answer resources are challenging tasks. What is required is a method to semantically organize the resources by means of ontology that are able to facilitate searching and reusing them.

Therefore, this study aims to reuse and structure the knowledge from subject module and forum discussion by means of ontological structure to enhance learning of the subject. The development applied the formal ontology engineering method and subsequently evaluated the ontology model through a prototype used, a concept annotation task and questionnaires. Findings indicate that the proposed ontology model is sufficient to accommodate learning needs according to the assessment of experts.

Literature Review

Abel et al. (2010) highlight that the way forums discussion are currently designed, makes it difficult to classify and access relevant threads of interest. The drawbacks appear in several situations: (1) when learners start discussions in the wrong thread, (2) when learners post many different topics or ideas in a single thread, (3) when learners post the same topic in different threads, (4) when other learners respond to posts created in any of these situations themselves create further discussions or sub posts that are not in the correct thread and (5) when too many posts are made in a single thread.

Li et al. (2009) mentioned that simple keyword search and navigation implemented in most forum
discussion tend to be inadequate, resulting in a large number of irrelevant messages. In addition most users cannot adequately express their interests through keyword-based queries (Sieg et al., 2004). As a result, learners face the daunting problem of how to find what they need (Dicheva and Dichev, 2009). Studies also indicate that forum discussion filled with a large number of irrelevant posts with inaccurate and personal information (Hough et al., 2004; Stahl et al., 2006). This situation has made the forum a noisy environment where learners difficult to focus on learning (Wang et al., 2010) but more on managing their personal information rather than using the platform for collaborative knowledge building (Humayoun et al., 2012).

The effort to reuse knowledge from forum discussion, has been ignored except in the work of Li et al. (2009). Li et al. (2009) have designed an enhanced semantic forum system, based on the w3china discussion board as a data source that focuses on the semantic organization and association of discussion transcripts based on a domain ontology and text mining technologies. The system offers semantic searching with relational navigation support to guide learners through well-structured and coherent messages relevant to their learning needs. Our work is quite similar to (Li et al., 2009), as we also design a semantic forum system based on domain ontology modeled. However, our data source is not limited to forum discussion only; textbooks are also sourced for semantic organization and association. In contrast with the work of Li et al. (2009) our study focuses on developing a tool to enhance learning by filtering and analyzing a source specific to the subject matter, as well as through discussions with subject matter experts, tutors and learners.

The use of ontology through semantic web technology implementation offer promising solutions to address these challenges. In addition, ontology has already been recognized and used in the e-learning education (Bedi et al., 2010; Chu et al., 2011; Pahl et al., 2010) with different purposes ranging from the definition of a domain-specific terminology to the use of conceptual models and inference in the generation and composition of learning content and systems. Specifically, there is a need for a system that can be dedicated to a community that defines its own vocabulary by means of an ontology and that can offer relevant resources at the appropriate time and deal with structural incoherence in order to meet learning demands (Abel, 2009; Li et al., 2009).

Ontology Development

The ontology development process consisting of two main phases: Namely knowledge acquisition (from both the subject module and forum discussion) and knowledge modeling. The development was based on the Uschold and Gruninger (1996) ontology engineering methodology, which consists of knowledge acquisition, coding and integrating existing ontologies. Further details for each phase are provided in the next section.

Knowledge Acquisition

The knowledge acquisition phase was referred to the Uschold and Gruninger method involving (1) identification of the key concepts and relationships in the domain of interest; (2) production of precise unambiguous text definitions for such concepts and relationships; (3) identification of terms to refer to such concepts and relationships and, finally, agreeing on all of the above. In this study, knowledge acquisition process refers to the act of collecting knowledge and capturing the domain of interest.

The semantic online forum in this study is concerned with question-answer knowledge from forum discussion and university’s subject module that are associated with the ontological structures. Throughout this paper, the System Analysis and Design (SAD) subject is used to illustrate the process of domain ontology modeling and development to support semantic organization of forum discussion knowledge.

From our point of view, the knowledge acquisition process requires direct human involvement to clarify ambiguous terms, bilingual posting and the subjective nature of various metadata to better evaluate the meaning in the designed ontology. Noy and Hafner (1997) consider the knowledge acquisition process as one of the most difficult activities in ontology building, as it not only involves a subjective representation but also how such a representation is classified. In our work, this process was conducted by two domain experts. They are known as Subject Matter Experts (SMEs). The SMEs were selected based on five years of teaching experience on the SAD subject in face-to-face tutorial classes as well as in the online forum.

Knowledge Acquisition from the Subject Module

A subject module refers to a unit of teaching or an academic course taught in a semester or one academic term. They contain well-organized structured content on the subject of concern. The knowledge acquired from the subject module provides a good grounding for the subject, presented in a hierarchical structure with chapters, sections and subsections. Figure 1 illustrates the process involved in acquiring knowledge from a subject module.

The first process began by structuring the knowledge in concept categories to reflect the essential aspect or big picture of the subject domain. The concept was defined as key terms or keywords discussed in the subject module. The concept categories were defined to
represent the delivery sequence of the knowledge structure in the subject module. It is similar to the idea of a backbone taxonomy, which consists of all of the rigid properties in the ontology, organized according to their subsumption relationships and represents a view of the ontology showing all of the most important properties, i.e. those that cover the entire domain (Guarino and Welty, 2002). Fernández et al. (1997) emphasize grouping concepts in appropriate categories so that learners are able to see the entire structure of the subject to understand what is important and what should be learned. A top-down approach was used to present the structure of the SAD subject module in a big picture perspective before looking at the concept details. The SMEs were seated together to discuss the appropriate structure and, finally, to share common understandings of the seven concept categories suggested for the SAD subject, namely: Information System, Planning, Analysis, Design, Implementation, Maintenance and Object-Oriented.

The second process was to determine concept relationships. This process was referred to concept relationships used in Simple Knowledge Organization Systems (SKOS). SKOS functions to represent thesauri, classification schemes, taxonomies, subject-heading systems or any other type of structured controlled vocabulary. SKOS aids were used in the organization and design of the ontology model prior to implementation. Such considerations were also given by the studies of (Carneiro et al., 2010; Gerbé and Kerhervé, 2010; Summers et al., 2008) to manage knowledge in many domains using SKOS and present the knowledge in web applications. The concept relationships were also structured upon the aforementioned concept categories. Fig. 2 indicates the concept relationship types that were used in this study. Details on the concept relationships types are further explained in the knowledge modeling section.

The third process was concept identification using the middle-out and key terms approaches. The middle-out approach identified concepts in the subject module based on the semantic relationships narrower, broader and related, as in Fig. 2. In brief, broader relationships relate to a concept that is more general in meaning, narrower relationships relate to a concept that is more specific in meaning and related relationships refer to concepts that are associated with meanings. The key terms were referred to terms listed at the end of each topic in the SAD module, as in Fig. 3. In this case, terms such as ‘business process re-engineering’, ‘functional requirements’ and ‘interviews’ are potential terms to be considered as concepts. This approach helped to identify and gather all of the useful and potentially usable domain knowledge and its meanings.

The fourth process was to organize the concepts identified using concept maps. Novak and Gowin (1984) define concept maps as “tools for graphical representations of knowledge that comprise of concepts and the relationships between them”. Concept mapping can be seen as a first step in ontology building and can also be used flexibly to represent knowledge structure for meaningful learning (Chen et al., 2008). The researcher assisted this process by drawing the concept identified from SMEs into concept map diagrams using an open-source mind mapping application, Free Mind. The use of concept maps, as shown in Fig. 4, was able to
facilitate verification by SMEs at the earliest possible stage to reduce ambiguous synonymous concepts as well as vague concept relationships. For example, in the SAD subject, client server concept was expressed ambiguously with ending terms such as architecture, model, format, system; alternative design strategy or alternative solution concept expressed synonymously as design strategy concept; deployment concept was expressed synonymously as implementation concept; the relation of structure chart concept was vaguely assigned under the relationship of analysis concept rather than development tools concept.

A total of 135 concepts were identified and subsequently linked to its relationships, as illustrated in Fig. 5. Differences that exist in concept map diagrams were compared, discussed and referred against the subject module for several times until both SMEs reached a final agreement. The results of this process from the subject module were captured in the subject ontology by the researcher in the knowledge modeling section.

Knowledge Acquisition from Forum Discussion

Forum discussion offers a list of discussion topics called threads. The threads are mainly organized by folders following the topics in the subject module. However, there are some other common folders created by the forum administrator, such as Introduction, General Concerns, Discussion on Assignment and Discussion on Final Exam. Each forum thread usually contains an initiating post and a couple of reply posts. The initiating post usually contains several questions and reply posts may contain answers to the questions in the initiating post or new questions. It is possible or even common for learners to pursue different questions in parallel within one thread.

Fig. 4. Example of a concept map diagram

Fig. 5. Example of a concept map and its relationship to other concepts and details
Thread posting can be inclusive of announcements, greetings, chatting, questions or answers. Due to the existence of different types of information, not every thread in forum discussion is about questions or answers. The number of learners participating in the discussion also varies according to the number of learners registered for the subject in that particular semester, which may range from 55 up to 160 learners per discussion. The forum discussion is led by one online tutor, whose function is to actively guide the discussion with questions, advice, monitoring and simulating of interaction.

All discussions between learners and tutors in the online forum were stored in the discussion transcripts. These transcripts can be used by learners for reflective purposes, or they can serve as data for research (Meyer, 2004). The transcript is valuable in that it provides an accurate record of nearly all of the dialogue and interaction that took place. The transcripts in this study were taken from the SAD subject forum discussion in the university’s Learning Management System (archive section) for the years 2009 through 2012, collecting 15 transcripts in total. The same SMEs as in the previous process were asked to identify, from the printed transcripts, what parts of the content represent questions and the corresponding answers. In this study, several steps were used in the acquisition process, as illustrated in Fig. 6, to assist the SMEs’ judgment during the analysis of the discussion transcripts.

The first process was to identify questions in the transcript based on several approaches suggested by (Graesser and Person, 1994; Hong and Davison, 2009; van Zee and Minstrell, 1997). The process was identified based on: (i) interrogative expressions using what, where, when, why, who and how words; (ii) utterances that would be followed by a question mark; (iii) the position of the question, such as in the title of the thread; and (iv) authorship, which concerns who would usually ask questions in the discussion.

The second process was to identify answers in the transcript based on approaches suggested by (Harabagiu et al., 2001; Hong and Davison, 2009). The process was identified by the following: (i) the position of the answer post, which usually appears close to the question; (ii) understanding all replies to the question posted in order to gain a general idea of which reply post is an answer, as it would be less meaningful and more inaccurate to only extract the first reply as the answer; (iii) finding some of the words used in the question in the candidate answers. However, the words used in the question can be phrased differently or in different languages but still imply the same answer. Thus, synonyms and related terms that have similar meaning were used to identify answer candidates.

During these two processes, SMEs raised a concern for similar questions or answers identified in the transcript. Such similarities can be overcome by using various similarity measures, such as cosine similarity with the TFIDF weighting function (Li et al., 2009) and KL-divergence (Metzler et al., 2007). However, Jeon et al. (2005) state that the cosine similarity measure works poorly because it favors short answers. The shorter the answer is, the higher the cosine similarity scores are. Answers in the SAD transcript were usually short, but some can be very long because some tutors or learners generate answers by copying related answers from the web. Furthermore, Wang et al. (2010) mentioned that computing methods based on word co-occurrence are not effective to model question and answer similarities. Therefore, in this study, the SMEs were instructed to conduct the identification process without considering the similarity issues.

![Fig. 6. Process of knowledge acquisition from discussion transcript](image-url)
The third process was to categorize the identified questions into five question categories according to the (Graesser and Person, 1994) scheme. Table 1 shows the question category scheme with descriptions, indicators and examples. A set of indicators in English and Malay languages as an official language were used as a guideline to classify the questions into appropriate categories, as the transcripts contain both languages.
Finally, the SMEs were asked to classify the questions identified according to the concepts and concept categories they belonged to. To ease this process, concept map diagrams were used as well. As a result from this process, a total of 3219 messages were analyzed from 15 discussion transcripts which identified 320 questions and 543 answers.

Knowledge Modeling

The knowledge modeling phase models the ontology using the result of the knowledge acquisition process. The Uschold and Gruninger (1996) method suggests two processes in this phase, which are: (i) to reuse or integrate existing ontology or knowledge organization systems; and (ii) to encode the ontology in a formal and expressive representation language. In this study, three components were involved in modeling the subject ontology, as shown in Fig. 7.

Knowledge Organization System

To support the effort of standardization and integration for future use, this study extends existing World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standard ontologies, namely Simple Knowledge Organization Systems (SKOS). It is recommended to consider existing ontologies in the same or similar domain or purposes when building the ontology to maximize the reuse of semantics (Noy and McGuinness, 2001; Uschold and Gruninger, 1996). SKOS is comprised of a set of RDFS classes and RDF properties that can be used to express the content and structure of a concept scheme, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

Table 2 describes some of the classes (beginning with an upper-case letter) and properties (beginning with a lower-case letter) defined in the SKOS ontology used in this study.

SKOS defines the concept category relationship using the skos:ConceptScheme class and the skos:hasTopConcept property, as shown in Fig. 9.

SKOS defines concept relationship types using semantic relationships properties by means of broader, narrower and related. Fig. 10 illustrates an example of semantic relationships among instances and concepts. In this case, structure chart was a type of concept that has a broader concept named development Tools, narrower concepts named cohesion and coupling and related concepts named pseudo Code and program Flowchart. Organization by semantic relationships properties provided better control of the level of detail and was best for reflecting content covered in the subject module.

SKOS uses documentation properties to provide descriptions and additional information for a concept. Word Net (Miller, 1995) and Kamus Dewan (Baharom, 1994) were referred for skos:prefLabel or skos:altLabel properties to capture abbreviations, acronyms, synonyms, near-synonyms and alternative words to be represented by such a concept. Lexical resources, such as Word Net, can be very helpful in capturing the nuances of the English language, providing both generality and consistency (Guarino, 1997). Kamus Dewan is a Malay language dictionary published by Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka, a government body responsible for coordinating the use of the Malay language in Malaysia. It is a useful reference tool for Malay literature as it provides suitable synonyms and abbreviations; it has also been used in computational linguistic research (Noah et al., 2007). These properties give an advantage to the learner with regards to being able to recognize a concept even if they know the concept by a different name, as shown by example in Table 3. SKOS uses the skos:links property to refer to Wikipedia resources and the skos:note property to describe notes taken from a subject module of such a concept.

Coding

To be usable in the semantic context, with data in a well-defined and meaningful structure, the results generated by the knowledge acquisition on the subject module and knowledge modeling were compiled and mapped to the subject ontology in the Web Ontology Language (OWL). OWL is an RDF language developed by the W3C for defining classes and properties. OWL can be used to explicitly represent the meanings of concepts in vocabularies and the relationships between those concepts.

![Fig. 10. Semantic relationships model in the RDF graph](image-url)
### Table 1. Question category scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question category</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Indicator*</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Definition</strong></td>
<td>Determine the meaning of a concept</td>
<td>Define terms… What is…</td>
<td>Can you define the functional requirement?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Example</strong></td>
<td>Request an instance of particular concept</td>
<td>State examples… Give example…</td>
<td>Can you give me an example of data modeling tools?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comparison</strong></td>
<td>Establishing a comparison between two or more concepts</td>
<td>What is the difference between… Compare type of…</td>
<td>What are the differences between functional and non-functional requirements?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Identify similarities and differences between two or more concepts</strong></td>
<td>Apakah perbezaan di antara…</td>
<td>Compare the type of testing?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clarification</strong></td>
<td>Request an explanation, discussion or description of a concept</td>
<td>Explain, Elaborate, Describe, Discuss How, Why, What are</td>
<td>What are the advantages of DFDs? Why does the system need maintenance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Setting out advantages or disadvantages of a concept</strong></td>
<td>Terangkan, Huraikan, apakah faktor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verification</strong></td>
<td>For yes/no responses to factual questions</td>
<td>Can, Is, It</td>
<td>Can it be considered an open question type, if the question is regarding user satisfaction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clarifying understandings</strong></td>
<td>Adakah Bolehkah</td>
<td>Is it ok to assume requirements when developing a system?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Words in italics refer to the Malay language indicators

### Table 2. SKOS class and properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>skos:Concept</td>
<td>An abstract idea or notion; a unit of thought.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:ConceptScheme</td>
<td>A set of concepts, optionally including statements regarding semantic relationships between those concepts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:hasTopConcept</td>
<td>A top level concept in the concept scheme.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semantic relationships properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:broader</td>
<td>Relates a concept to another concept that is more general in meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:narrower</td>
<td>Relates a concept to another concept that is more specific in meaning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:related</td>
<td>Relates a concept to another concept with which there is an associative semantic relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:prefLabel</td>
<td>The preferred lexical label for a resource, English language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:altLabel</td>
<td>An alternative lexical label for a resource, Malay language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:note</td>
<td>A general note for any purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skos:links</td>
<td>A general link for any purpose</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Examples of concept documentation properties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Label</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>System planning, Perancangan, Initial investigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility</td>
<td>Feasibility study, Kebolehlaksanaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic feasibility</td>
<td>Kebolehlaksanaan ekonomi, Kesauran ekonomi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical feasibility</td>
<td>Kebolehlaksanaan teknikal, Kesauran teknikal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational feasibility</td>
<td>Kebolehlaksanaan pengeoperasian, Kesauran pengendalian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intangible benefit</td>
<td>Faedah tidak ketara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangible benefit</td>
<td>Faedah ketara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary investigation</td>
<td>Penyelidikan awal, Kajian awal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System request</td>
<td>Kehendak system, System acquisition, Pemerolehan sistem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request for proposal</td>
<td>RFP, cadangan permintaan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Words in italic are in the Malay language
The Top Braid Composer tool was used to encode the subject knowledge in OWL. A framework in the Java language called Jena API and the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) were used to extract and write the data into OWL in the form of triples (subject, property, object). Jena is an open source Semantic Web framework for Java that provides an API to extract data from and write RDF graphs. SPARQL is an RDF query language that is able to retrieve and manipulate data stored in RDF format. Apart from that, the results from the discussion transcripts and a user profile were captured in a database. This user profile contains details of the user, such as username, password, full name and role (student or tutor). This knowledge was then mapped to the subject ontology for semantic representation. Direct mapping were performed from database to OWL using the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) connector API and Structured Query Language (SQL) queries were used to extract data from the database.

Ontology Evaluation

Having designed and constructed the subject ontology, the next step was to proceed with ontology evaluation. The methods of ontology evaluation used in this study referred to (Pattuelli, 2011) study, which were via the development and use of a prototype, a concept annotation task and questionnaires. The goal was to evaluate the quality of the ontology model by confirming whether the domain knowledge is adequate to represent the ontology according to the assessment of experts. Furthermore, these evaluation methods were also considered by (Almeida, 2009; Boyce and Pahl, 2007; Bright et al., 2012; Chu et al., 2011; Tankeleviciene and Damasevicius, 2009), who have made the same initiative to evaluate the quality of ontologies content by expert assessment and assess the adequacy of the ontology for its intended tasks and how well it represents the domain of interest. The evaluation setting in this study was conducted in the university’s lab and was performed individually by three tutors as the experts, recruited through direct solicitation. Participants were selected based on five years of tutoring experience on the SAD subject in face-to-face tutorial classes as well as in the forum discussion.

Before evaluation takes place, participants were introduced to the semantic online forum prototype accessed through the Chrome web browser. Participant were asked to view concepts and relationship types presented through the prototype by maneuvering to concept map interfaces as in Fig. 11 and concept relationship interfaces as in Fig. 12.

Then, participants were asked to perform a concept annotation task based on a set of questions identified from the discussion transcripts. This was in line with the suggestion of Gruninger and Fox (1995) to use a list of questions that knowledge based on the ontology should be able to answer. Table 4 indicates the questions used, which were randomly chosen from the discussion transcripts to represent each of the topics from the SAD module.

In this task, specifically, participants were asked to perform a self-directed walkthrough on all of the concept map interfaces in the prototype. Along with the questions prepared, participants had to indicate their search process by circling the target concepts and numbering them according to the questions on the printed concept map diagram. They were also invited to annotate the concept maps and write down any questions, concerns or suggestions they might have.

Upon completion of the concept annotation task, participants were asked to answer the open questions in the questionnaire. The questionnaire, shown in Table 5, extended from evaluation criteria of (Gómez-Pérez, 2004; Vrandečić, 2009). The questionnaire included three criteria to evaluate the quality of the ontology model, namely (i) coverage to measures the extent to which the ontology model represents the subject domain, (ii) structure to measure the extent to which the ontology model the domain concepts and relationships adequately and (iii) vocabulary to measure the extent to which the ontology model had appropriate terminology or terms to represent these concepts. Furthermore, participants were also asked for their perception on the usefulness to measure the extent to which the ontology able to facilitate tutors to formulate learning needs via concepts and relationships as well as suggestions for the ontology modeled.

The concept annotation task revealed that participants were able to find the target concepts from the questions prepared. The results indicated that participant #1 circled 15 concepts, participant #2 circled 20 concepts and participant #3 circled 16 concepts. Participant #2 indicated as the highest concept circled; this can be explained, as the participant not only circled the target concepts but also the broader concepts. Participant #3 raised a concern regarding uncertainty of a suitable target concept for Q10; however, for this task, the participant circled “Implementation” as the target concept, while other participants circled “testing” as the target concept. Such differences were reasonable, as the concepts circled represented the question asked and the choice of concepts vary due to subjective interpretations.

Such a difference was also reported by Noy and Hafner (1997) because conceptualization activities involve subjective representation. Thus, people may see and categorize things differently in their minds.

In the responses to the questionnaire results, all participants reported positively on the quality of the ontology model.
Table 4. Questions for the concept annotation task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>What are the factors that influence the project request?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>How can we assess the feasibility of a project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>What are the differences between DFD logical and DFD physical?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>Explain the advantages and disadvantages of the in-house strategy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>Can you explain more about preventive and perfective maintenance?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>What is the difference between an object and a class?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>Madam, what is the approach that we can use to increase the speed of system development?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>Can we assume our requirement? If not, do you have other methods?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>Describe the differences between tangible and intangible benefits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>Why do we need to perform evaluation?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Questionnaire to evaluate the quality of the ontology model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Are the concepts within the scope of the subject?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Is the number of concepts well extracted from the subject?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Are there any concepts you could not find and would have liked to?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Are the levels of concepts sufficient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Is the concept categories structure appropriate?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Is the organization of the concept clear?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Are the concept relationships used adequately?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Would you connect the concepts in a different way? If so, what would they represent?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Are the terms used to represent the concepts clear?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Are the label properties used rich enough to represent the concept?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Would you use different words to express these concepts?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Your perception on the usefulness of the ontology modeled?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Your suggestions for improvement?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participant positively responded on the coverage of the ontology model:

"...yes within the scope.", "...concepts well extracted.", "...concepts levels are adequate.", "...concepts are covered but need to update from time to time."

Four additional concepts suggested by participants, written during the concept annotation task, are as follows:

"description" concept for each of the concept categories,
"lifecycle" concept to be added under the "development approach" concept
"in-house" concept to be added under the "design strategy" concept
"evaluation" concept to be added under the "implementation" concept

Participants positively responded to the structure of the ontology model:

"...appropriate concept categories and concept approach.", "...like the structure design to links among concepts.", "...the organization laid out nicely and adequate relationship proposed."

Participants positively highlighted the vocabulary of the ontology model:

"...terms used are clear and rich.", "...bilingual vocabs are necessary.", "...reduce the effort on vocab searching on net, however it need to be maintained.", "... the vocab represent the subject taught."

Participants’ perceptions on the usefulness of the prototype and their suggestions for improvement are as follows:

"...the prototype is worth the effort, it’s good to implement this idea to other subject as well."
"...good approach in organizing the information, hopefully can produce a lot of searching features from this."
"...really like the idea of having a link to Wikipedia and notes from module, hope to see more links attached."
"...ontology is useful for fast reference, searching and save learning time."
"...able to know what is available and what to be learn by the proposed model."
"...easy to visualize subject structure through concept maps diagram."

Discussion

The nature of forum discussion, which is largely unstructured and interpretative, posed a major challenge when attempting to classify, extract and access the relevant knowledge of interest. Furthermore, question and answer from the forum discussion that is used to resolve difficulties in learning is not being reused to further enhance the learning process. Currently, few have made efforts to compile, organize and represent the forum discussion knowledge. To our knowledge, none have made an effort to integrate forum discussion with subject module knowledge into ontologies. However, this effort is important to address, as (Guzdial and Turns, 2000) state that effective knowledge is that which is related and relevant to course learning objectives. Therefore, to accommodate the learning needs, it is vital to semantically organize such knowledge by means of ontology that is able to facilitate searching, organization and the provision of meaningful discussion content that is related to the subject taught.

In this study, the ontology development was based on the Uschold and Gruninger ontology engineering methodology, which mainly involves knowledge acquisition (both the subject module and forum discussion) and knowledge modeling. After development, ontology evaluation was conducted to evaluate the quality of the ontology model. The rationale for the evaluation was based on the assumption that a sound ontology model is the basis for an effective ontology implementation. The findings from the concept annotation task demonstrated that the ontology model was able to assist the search process by finding and suggesting appropriate concepts. Meanwhile, the questionnaire results revealed tutors’ positive perception that the ontology model was adequate to represent the subject domain. Additionally, the tutors also found that the ontology model was useful in giving them some clues as to what was available and searchable. The building of ontology by making use of written documents (i.e., the subject module) and subject domain experts as implemented in this study was shown to produce a more adequate ontology model that meets the needs of the users. Such a finding was also reported by (Pattuelli, 2011), which stated that expert decisions do contribute in modeling a better ontology.

Conclusion and Future Works

This study presents a detailed ontology development process to semantically represent the content of the subject module and forum discussion in the form of ontology. Such an ontological representation is important within e-learning communities, particularly to support reusability of previous forum discussion and
to sustain the production of e-learning resources tailored to learners’ needs. The result of knowledge acquisition and the modeling process produced subject domain ontology, with dependencies on concepts and relationships, as well as related questions and answers. Given the difficulties in this process regarding subjective interpretation and classification, as well as maintaining concepts and discussions that evolve over the time, this development is essential to reduce tutors’ burden of posting the same content every semester. This instead promotes tutors’ efforts in enhancing existing learning materials that are able to increase learners’ understanding of the subject taught. In addition, this development also equips learners with structured learning material that is in line with the learning objectives and helps to enrich relevant discussions. This study contributes to the semantic-rich learning environment, as the integration of the subject module and forum discussion knowledge allows for the delivery of the course via a more innovative and productive learning system. This effort is important to address because e-learning education plays a vital role in building a connected and collaborative learning community.

A number of enhancements are possible by considering automated maintenance processes that are capable of tagging concepts from the subject module and forum discussion to the ontology automatically in order to maintain up-to-date and rich learning material. The ontology model also needs to be implemented in other subjects as well as with a large number of concepts to test the system’s capability and transferability between subjects. As the ontology model was able to guide the delivery of the system, future efforts can deliver the system in a way that matches the preferred learning style of the user by varying the sequentialization of content elements.
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